Maternal anxiety and its correlation with pain experience during chorion villus sampling and amniocentesis
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Purpose: Invasive prenatal diagnostic procedures, such as chorion villus sampling (CVS) and amniocentesis (AC), are routinely performed to exclude or diagnose fetal chromosomal abnormalities. The aim of this study was to investigate anxiety-dependent pain experience during CVS and AC and the potential factors that increase anxiety and pain levels.

Patients and methods: During a 2-year period, women undergoing invasive procedures in three specialist centers were asked to participate in the study. Anxiety was evaluated before the procedure using the Spielberger State-Trait-Anxiety-Inventory, and pain was evaluated directly after the procedure using a verbal rating scale.

Results: Among the women, 348/480 (73%) underwent AC, while 131/480 (27%) underwent CVS. There was a significant correlation between state and trait anxiety (p<0.0001). A positive correlation existed between the degree of anxiety and the level of pain experienced (p=0.01). There was a positive correlation for trait anxiety (p=0.028) as well as for state anxiety (p=0.0001) and pain perception (p=0.0061) when invasive procedure was performed owing to abnormal ultrasound finding or to a history of fetal aneuploidy. Maternal age was found to be another influencing factor for the experienced pain (p=0.0016). Furthermore, the analysis showed a significant negative correlation between maternal age and anxiety. That applies for trait anxiety (p=0.0001) as well as for state anxiety (p=0.0001). The older the woman, the less anxious the reported feeling was in both groups. The main indication for undergoing CVS was abnormal ultrasound results (45%), and the main reason for undergoing AC was maternal age (58%).

Conclusion: Procedure-related pain intensity is highly dependent on the degree of anxiety before the invasive procedure. In addition, the indication has a significant impact on the emerging anxiety and consequential pain experiences. These influencing factors should therefore be considered during counseling and performance.
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Introduction

Invasive prenatal diagnostic procedures, such as chorion villus sampling (CVS) and amniocentesis (AC), are routinely performed to exclude or diagnose fetal chromosomal abnormalities. Intra-amiotic infection and fetal loss are two complications that may occur as a result of prenatal invasive procedures. Recent studies demonstrate that procedure-related miscarriages occur in <1% of cases for CVS and AC when performed before 24 weeks of gestation; this rate does not differ from pregnancies in women who have not undergone invasive procedures.1–4 Considering the factors that increase fetal loss in general, a review showed that procedure-related risks are 0.2% and 0.1% in women who have undergone CVS and AC in specialist centers, respectively.1
Generally, anxiety prior to undergoing surgery is experienced by ~60%–70% of adult patients. Pain is described as a subjective experience. No direct relationship between physical pathology and the intensity of pain has been demonstrated so far. This makes it more difficult to objectively quantify pain and also explains why the perception of pain differs between individuals. A high concordance is reported between preoperative levels of anxiety, anticipated pain, and postoperative pain intensity.

Various studies have investigated pain experience during prenatal invasive procedures. Results have indicated that CVS and AC are associated with discomfort, tolerable levels of pain, or are nearly painless. In addition, a positive correlation was demonstrated between women’s levels of anxiety and the intensity of their pain experience.

The main objective of this study was to investigate the association between anxiety and related pain during CVS and AC by considering anxiety levels. The novelty of this study is the assessment of state and trait anxiety using State–Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) questionnaire and the correlation of preexisting trait anxiety and procedure-related state anxiety with pain perception during invasive procedures.

Factors that caused or increased the degree of anxiety were also examined.

Patients and methods
Study population
This prospective observational cohort study took place over a period of 2 years at the Department of Fetal Medicine at the Medical School of Hannover, University of Heidelberg, and at a specialist center of fetal medicine in Braunschweig, Germany. All women undergoing invasive procedures, specifically CVS and AC, were asked to participate in the study. Every woman was informed about the study concept, and the order of study events was explained. After the women agreed to participate, informed consent was obtained from the participants. We questioned the women about their anxiety before the procedure. This was done through the STAI, which was a self-administered questionnaire. Further details of study population and setting are displayed in Figure 1. During the procedures, 19-gauge heparinized needles were used for CVS, and 20-gauge non-heparinized needles were used for AC. All CVS were performed transabdominally, and local anesthetic agent (1% Lidocaine) was used for every CVS. No local anesthesia was used in AC.

Figure 1 Study design. Abbreviations: CVS, chorion villus sampling; AC, amniocentesis; STAI, State–Trait Anxiety Inventory.
Measurements

Anxiety

The anxiety of the women was assessed using the STAI. The STAI is one of the most widely used scientific questionnaires to assess anxiety. The Laux et al\textsuperscript{19} version, which was used in this study, is based on the original Spielberger (1970) version. Its use has been repeatedly validated and tested in perinatal studies.\textsuperscript{19–23} The STAI questionnaire consists of two independent parts: one is designed to assess state anxiety and the other to assess trait anxiety. To determine state anxiety, the current mood of the person is assessed and their anxiety in a particular moment is measured. To determine trait anxiety, the person’s anxiety in general is assessed and their general anxiety is measured. The STAI aims to demonstrate the correlation between anxiety as a state (state anxiety) and anxiety as a trait (trait anxiety) while taking into account the influences of certain life circumstances.\textsuperscript{19–23} The STAI questionnaire contains 20 items intended to register anxiety and stability. The sum of the item values describes the degree and intensity of the anxiety experienced. A value of 20 corresponds with no/minimum anxiety, and a value of 80 corresponds with a marked/maximum anxiety. Based on previous literature and the findings of various international studies, three groups were created for further analysis. A score of 20–40 correlates with no anxiety or nearly no anxiety, a score of 41–60 with moderate anxiety, and a score of 61–80 with high anxiety.\textsuperscript{23–27}

Pain

The actual pain experienced during sampling was assessed immediately after the procedure. The women were asked to mark their pain experience on a verbal rating scale (no pain, mild pain, moderate pain, strong pain, marked/severe pain, unbearable pain).

Ethical approval

The study was approved by the local university Ethics Committee of Hanover Medical School. All patients received verbal information about the study before participation and gave informed signed consent.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed in collaboration with the Institute of Statistics of the Leibniz-University of Hanover. Correlation analysis was performed, and the significance of correlations was tested. The corrected contingency coefficient (K*\textsuperscript{2}) as a measure of the relationship between the variables was calculated for nominal scaled variables. \(\chi^2\) test was performed to test for any significant correlation. Spearman’s correlation coefficient was performed to measure the relationship of ordinal scaled data.

Logistic regression was adapted to the data if rational and possible. To examine the variables for independency, the correlation was additionally analyzed in a cross-sectional binary data model. Statistical analysis was performed using the statistic program R (https://www.r-project.org). Statistical significance was achieved if \(p<0.05\).

Results

Four hundred and seventy-eight women completely answered the questionnaire and were included in the analysis. In the study population, the mean age was 35.3±4.6 years. Of these women, 348 (72.7%) underwent AC and 131 (27.3%) underwent CVS. In the CVS and AC groups, the mean maternal age was 34.6±5.0 years and 35.6±4.5 years, respectively. The mean gestational age was 12.9±1.4 weeks in the CVS group and 16.0±1.6 weeks in the AC group. There were 54 (41%) primigravidae in the CVS group and 145 (42%) primigravidae in the AC group. Ninety-one (70%) women of the CVS group and 232 (67%) women of the AC group had no previous miscarriage. One hundred and four (79%) women of the CVS group and 258 (74%) of the AC group were married. One hundred and eleven (85%) and 308 (89%) women of the CVS and AC groups, respectively, were German, and 6 (4.5%) and 15 (4%) women of the CVS and the AC groups, respectively, were members of EU countries.

Logistic regression analysis was performed to identify relevant covariates, which could have an influence on anxiety levels and the experienced pain. We analyzed maternal age (\(p=0.036\)), parity (\(p=0.93\)), miscarriage (\(p=0.56\)), nationality (\(p=0.50\)), occupation (\(p=0.92\)), marital status (\(p=0.24\)), and indication of invasive procedure (\(p=0.0001\)).

Bivariate analysis revealed that the influencing covariates were maternal age and the indication of invasive procedure. The various possible indications for this procedure are shown in Table 1.

The STAI questionnaire was completed by all 348 women who underwent AC and by 130 of 131 women who underwent CVS. Details of descriptive analysis for state and trait anxiety for the whole study population are displayed in Table 2. Levels of state and trait anxiety with regard to the CVS and the AC groups are shown in Table 3. The analysis revealed a positive correlation between state and trait anxiety for the whole study population and in both groups, as demonstrated in Figures 2–4 (whole study population \(r=0.64854, p<0.0001\); CVS: \(r=0.5458, p<0.0001\); AC: \(r=0.67015, p<0.0001\)).
Figure 5 displays the pain experience in the whole study population, showing the majority of women having expressed up to mild pain. Regarding the CVS and AC groups, the pain experience seems to be higher in the CVS group. In the CVS group, 114 (87%) women stated that they experienced no pain up to moderate pain, and 17 (13%) women stated that they experienced up to marked pain. In the AC group, 325 (93.4%) women reported perceiving no pain or up to moderate pain, and 23 (6.6%) women reported experiencing up to marked pain.

Comparing the CVS and AC groups, the data showed that women receiving CVS were more anxious (29.9%) than those receiving AC (18.1%). Furthermore, 13% of women in the CVS group experienced up to severe pain compared with 6.6% of women in the AC group who experienced severe pain.

Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate that the women felt more pain with increasing state anxiety and trait anxiety, respectively. Furthermore, the analysis showed a significant correlation between state anxiety and pain intensity, when regarding the whole study population ($r_s=0.30$, $p=0.001$), CVS group ($r_s=0.35$, $p=0.001$), and AC group ($r_s=0.27$, $p=0.001$), respectively. Except for trait anxiety in the AC group ($r_s=0.08$, $p=0.13$), there was also a significant correlation between state anxiety and pain intensity, when regarding the whole study population ($r_s=0.30$, $p=0.001$), CVS group ($r_s=0.35$, $p=0.001$), and AC group ($r_s=0.27$, $p=0.001$), respectively.

### Table 1 Demographic details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>CVS</th>
<th>AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of women, N (%)</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal age (years); mean (range)</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age (weeks); mean (range)</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primiparous, N (%)</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiparous, N (%)</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2 Indication for invasive procedure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>CVS (N=131)</th>
<th>AC (N=348)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal first trimester screening</td>
<td>50 (38.2)</td>
<td>71 (20.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;35 years</td>
<td>45 (34.4)</td>
<td>201 (57.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous chromosomal abnormality/previous aneuploidy</td>
<td>14 (10.7)</td>
<td>17 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormality during anomaly scan</td>
<td>9 (6.9)</td>
<td>10 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents’ request</td>
<td>13 (9.9)</td>
<td>44 (12.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3 Level of anxiety in comparison: CVS and AC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of anxiety</th>
<th>CVS (N=130)</th>
<th>AC (N=348)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trait (N)</td>
<td>Trait (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–40 No or nearly not anxious</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–60 Moderately anxious</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61–80 Very anxious</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** CVS, chorion villus sampling; AC, amniocentesis.

**Note:** Data are presented as N (%).

**Abbreviations:** CVS, chorion villus sampling; AC, amniocentesis.
anxiety and pain intensity in the whole study group ($r$=0.12, $p=0.01$) and in the CVS group ($r$=0.18, $p=0.04$).

The analysis revealed differences in anxiety and pain levels when considering the indication of invasive procedure. There was a significant positive correlation for trait anxiety ($r$=1.776, $p=0.0283$) as well as for state anxiety ($r$=7.2054, $p=0.0001$) when invasive procedure was performed owing to an abnormal ultrasound finding or a history of previous aneuploidy. The indication for invasive procedure also significantly influenced the pain perception. The women expressed more pain when invasive procedure was performed owing to an abnormal ultrasound finding or a history of previous aneuploidy ($K^*=$0.2416, $p=0.0061$).

Next to the indication for invasive procedure, maternal age was found to be another influencing factor for the experienced pain ($K^*=$0.2646, $p=0.0016$). Furthermore, the analysis showed a significant negative correlation between maternal age and anxiety. That applies for trait anxiety ($r$=−3.2567, $p=0.0001$) as well as for state anxiety ($r$=−6.1881, $p=0.0001$). The older the woman, the less anxious is the reported feeling in both groups.

The levels of anxiety and pain intensity were lowest when the invasive procedure was performed because of maternal age or by request. However, levels of anxiety and pain were greatest when the invasive procedure was performed owing to an abnormal ultrasound finding in the first or second trimester. These results match the aforementioned findings...
that anxiety and pain levels are lower when maternal age is the reason to conduct the invasive procedure. Additional details are provided in Table 4 showing the mean and standard deviation of the state anxiety levels separated for the CVS and AC groups.

The results show that anxiety and pain levels differ regarding maternal age and the indication for invasive procedure. However, maternal age seems to have an impact on the indication for invasive procedure. To analyze whether maternal age influences the indication for invasive procedure and whether the examined variables are independent covariates, a cross-sectional analysis was performed. After performing the cross-sectional analysis, only state anxiety \( (p=0.0001) \) and maternal age \( (p=0.0001) \) remained independent variables.

Figure 8 displays the pain experience with regard to the indication for invasive procedure and maternal age. The figure very nicely demonstrates the dependency of these two covariates. The pain experience in women aged \( >35 \) years and in women having an invasive procedure owing to maternal age \( >35 \) years or on request is very similar. Similarly, the pain experience in women aged \( <35 \) years and in women having an invasive procedure owing to fetal abnormalities or a previous history of abnormal findings is also equal.

### Discussion

Prenatal invasive procedures like CVS and AC are routinely performed to exclude or diagnose fetal abnormalities. In general, these invasive diagnostic procedures are well tolerated by the patients. Nevertheless, various studies demonstrate that CVS and AC induce anxiety and that women undergoing prenatal invasive procedures often report anxiety and pain.\(^5,8\)–\(^18\) Investigations on this matter confirmed that the pain experienced was actually much less than expected.\(^9,10,14\)

However, some studies reported CVS to be more painful than AC.\(^8,16\) Next to the procedure itself, a higher intensity of pain was caused by the localization of the puncture, especially at the lateral part of the uterus, and the degree of difficulty in performing the procedure.\(^8,16\) When performing the invasive procedure in the lower lateral third of the uterus, perceived pain intensity was increased. The authors suggest that this may result from a more concentrated nerve supply to the lower uterus and cervix.\(^8,10,16\) These aforementioned factors that influence the pain in CVS can also be observed in AC.\(^8,10,12\) Some studies, comparing all three sampling methods (ie, transabdominal, transcervical CVS and AC), reported that transabdominal CVS was associated with greater pain scores than the other methods. Increased maternal abdominal wall thickness is an important contributing factor to the intensity of the pain experienced.\(^9,10,14\) Another influencing factor appeared

### Table 4 Level of state anxiety depending on maternal age and indication for invasive procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State anxiety (mean ± standard deviation)</th>
<th>CVS</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤35 years</td>
<td>57.67 ± 11.21</td>
<td>51.98 ± 11.88</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥35 years</td>
<td>50.24 ± 12.71</td>
<td>46.83 ± 11.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomalies in ultrasound scan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50.97 ± 12.76</td>
<td>46.20 ± 11.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>51.31 ± 11.91</td>
<td>51.81 ±12.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CVS, chorion villus sampling; AC, amniocentesis.

![Figure 8](https://www.dovepress.com/)

Figure 8 Pain experience depending on influencing factors: indication for invasive procedure \( (p=0.0061) \) and maternal age \( (p=0.0061) \).
to be the size of the needle.\textsuperscript{13,14,16} Most studies demonstrate that perceived pain was higher when using 18/19-gauge needles instead of 22-gauge needles. These studies conclude that there is no need to perform CVS with 18/19-gauge needles because sampling results are sufficient with 22-gauge needles.\textsuperscript{13,14,16}

One of the limitations of this study was that we did not document the localization of the puncture, the abdominal wall thickness, and the degree of difficulty when performing the procedure.

Another limitation of this study was that the questionnaire was available only in German. We did not provide a translation in other languages. Therefore, women who had no sufficient German skills declined to participate as they were not able to complete the questionnaire.

Previous studies have demonstrated that providing local anesthesia during AC does not impact individuals’ pain levels when compared with the pain intensity of individuals who did not receive local anesthesia.\textsuperscript{28,29} In our study, local anesthetic was not used before AC. However, local anesthetic was used before every CVS. Severe pain was reported by 13% of the women undergoing CVS and by 7% of the women undergoing AC. Despite providing the local anesthetic agent, the results of our study showed that the described pain intensity was higher in the CVS group than in the AC group. This is compatible with the results of previous studies\textsuperscript{28,29} that showed no benefit in using local anesthetics before AC, as pain intensity was not decreased in women receiving local anesthesia. These findings suggest that psychological influences have more of an impact on pain perception than the actual physical sensations experienced during these invasive procedures. This estimation is confirmed by the fact that women’s reasons for having these procedures impacted their pain perceptions.

Data from the literature\textsuperscript{6–18} and from this study demonstrate that prenatal diagnosis may induce concerns about a potential abnormal result. Women undergoing CVS experienced more stress and anxiety than women undergoing AC. Levels of stress were also increased based on indication for invasive procedure and information about the anticipated pain. Although the results of this study demonstrated that women in both groups were anxious, the mean state anxiety level was higher in the CVS group (53.5) than in the AC group (48.3). As shown in Table 3, women in the CVS group reported moderate or high levels of state anxiety more often than women in the AC group. Our results also showed a positive correlation between anxiety levels and perceived pain intensity. The strongest declarations of pain were found in the group with higher levels of state anxiety and in the women who underwent both CVS and AC.

These findings confirm previous results.\textsuperscript{8–10,13} Comparing transabdominal and transcervical CVS and AC, the expected pain was much higher than the experienced pain independent of the sampling method. Anxiety was once again an important contributing factor to the perceived pain.\textsuperscript{13}

In addition, the results of this study demonstrated a significant correlation between trait anxiety and state anxiety. Trait anxiety shows how dispositionally anxious a person is across time and situation, whereas state anxiety indicates how anxious a person is feeling at a particular moment and is influenced by fear, tension, nervousness, and the situation itself. Trait anxiety influences an individual’s assessment of a situation, as either threatening or not threatening, and increases their state of anxiety accordingly. This was demonstrated in our results. Women with higher levels of trait anxiety also reported higher levels of state anxiety.

Previous studies revealed that emotional variation exists during pregnancy and that pregnant women have increased levels of anxiety.\textsuperscript{27} Maternal anxiety originates in fears that are related to fetal well-being, good pregnancy outcomes, and one’s own health condition. Therefore, it is comprehensible that anxiety levels vary during pregnancy, depending on gestational age and the presence of pregnancy-related complications. Regarding trait anxiety scores in the CVS and AC groups, they are very similar and there are no significant differences. The trait scores of this study are concordant with the results of other studies that sought to measure the degree of anxiety in pregnant women. The results of those studies demonstrated that pregnant women have higher levels of trait anxiety than nonpregnant women.\textsuperscript{19,23,27,30–34}

Different degrees of state and trait anxiety may occur during pregnancy. Maternal anxiety peaks in the first and third trimesters, with the highest score in the third trimester. A similar course has also been described for trait anxiety because researchers have identified a positive correlation with gestational age.\textsuperscript{27,36–34} These data confirm that emotional state/mood during pregnancy can be modified by different factors that influence anxiety levels. The results suggest that anxiety and pain perception are significantly impacted by the indication for invasive testing.

Overall, these data show that during pregnancy, anxiety as an emotion can vary in special situations, as can disposition. Therefore, pregnancy appears to be a special emotional condition. The correlation of trait anxiety and state anxiety therefore seems to be logical, as the factors influencing the emotional well-being of pregnant women are multifactorial. When pregnant women experience anxiety prior to invasive prenatal procedures, the anxiety is predominantly related...
to fear of an abnormal result rather than fear of pain. This estimation is underlined by previous studies that revealed that state anxiety is much higher in pregnant women who are facing an invasive procedure or fetal therapy procedure. The primary cause for concern was worry about the fetus and not about the anticipated pain.\textsuperscript{35,36}

It seems obvious that a variety of factors can impact the degree of anxiety experienced and the associated pain experienced. In particular, the indication for the procedure has a significant impact on anxiety levels and perceived pain, as already mentioned. When CVS or AC is performed owing to fetal abnormalities, it causes higher levels of anxiety and pain. Regarding CVS, anxiety levels and experienced pain intensities were reportedly higher. Considering the indication for CVS or AC, 55.7% of women underwent CVS because they had abnormal findings during their scans or had a history of previous chromosomal or structural anomalies, while only 28.1% of women underwent AC for those reasons. These results suggest that the main reason for a higher intensity of pain during CVS is mainly a higher level of anxiety in those women, rather than the pain related to CVS as a procedure. Preprocedural anxiety also impacts women by increasing their pain levels during the procedure. Our results are concordant with those of previous studies\textsuperscript{8–10,13,14,16} that show certain factors influencing and possibly increasing anxiety levels: maternal age, nulliparity, the woman’s reasons for an invasive procedure, and a history of invasive procedures in previous pregnancies. Our data indicated that a negative correlation exists with maternal age: in both groups, levels of anxiety and pain decreased as the maternal ages increased. Furthermore, the analysis showed that maternal age has an impact on the indication for invasive procedures. These results align with women’s reasons for an invasive prenatal procedure. In 57.8% of the women, AC was performed because maternal age was >35 years, and in 34.4% of the women CVS was performed because maternal age was >35 years. Pregnant women with high-risk screening results or abnormal ultrasound findings may experience greater anxiety and associated pain than women who choose to have an invasive diagnostic test purely on the basis of advanced maternal age.

A previous study demonstrated an underestimation of women’s stress by the doctor.\textsuperscript{16} The results from our study and previous studies demonstrate that anxiety can influence the perception of pain during CVS as well as AC. Therefore, it is both advisable and necessary to consider the reasons why pregnant women are undergoing invasive procedures. This will allow practitioners to be more supportive and reassuring during both counseling and the procedure itself. The intention is to decrease anxiety in pregnant women before the procedure and to reduce the perceived pain during the procedure. Additional information and adequate counseling seems to decrease maternal worries and anxiety most of the time.\textsuperscript{9,37,38} Increasing pregnant women’s knowledge of prenatal examinations is demonstrated to increase these women’s sense of well-being and to significantly decrease their anxiety and worry.\textsuperscript{10} The ultrasound examination and counseling by a qualified physician can have a positive emotional impact on the psyche of pregnant women.\textsuperscript{38–40} This counseling should include discussing the risks involved in invasive procedures because this is a major concern of women who opt for invasive testing. Most women accept the discomfort or even the perceived pain because they want to gain reassurance or a clear diagnosis.\textsuperscript{15}

It is therefore very important that pregnant women are provided with accurate estimates of the risks associated with invasive procedures. As researchers update procedure-related risk estimation, physicians should incorporate the new data when counseling women, thereby allowing them to make appropriate choices. With adequate counseling, it should be possible to prevent such increases in anxiety levels in pregnant women and their subsequent perceptions of pain.

Data from the literature and from this study indicate that counseling and final decisions about performing either CVS or AC should be based primarily on gestational age, indication for invasive testing, physicians’ expertise, placental localization, accessibility of the procedures, and patient choice, as both procedures are generally well tolerated.

Conclusion

The results from this study emphasized the importance of providing good counseling for planned invasive procedures. In addition, they emphasized the importance of the indication for the invasive testing or the women’s previous medical history and anxiety levels.

Current anxiety levels are altered by present individual anxiety levels that characterize each person. Anxiety levels in turn influence the perception of pain. The results of this study indicate that the more anxious the patient, the higher her perceived pain intensity will be. A balance should be achieved between providing adequate information to enable women to make informed choices and not causing increased worry or anxiety among parents and pregnant women. Reducing women’s anxiety and stress might reduce the procedure-related pain.
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